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the restrictions introduced by the Western Governments are
often not only incomprehensible and unreasonable but galling and
injurious as well and in his eyes unjust.   They are in deliberate
contradiction  to   the  inherited traditions  of his  race.     We
Westerners enforce laws often enough that are unsuitable under
local conditions and we set up standards of conduct and morality
which are our own and not theirs and often enough diametrically
opposed tx> their common sense.   The primitive Oriental—and
how many of them are primitive—requires treatment entirely
different from that meted out to the European.   The mentality
is less balanced.   He is less inured to the roughness and shocks
of life*   His experience is small and his vision limited*   Outside
influences have even nowadays scarcely reached him.    He may
have, and no doubt has, many faults but he is less " protected "
by nature than we are and far more impressionable and vulnerable.
The blow that glides off our armours of education, habit and
custom, enters deep into his soul.    Imprisonment under con-
ditions that the Westerner can support is unbearable to him.
His mind often cannot stand the strain.   The curtailment of his
liberty is alone a terrible punishment.    I am not writing of the
hardened criminal but of the ordinary Oriental man, who finds
himself placed under a code of laws that he is incapable of
understanding and which are often not only contrary to all he has
ever learned but are also in his eyes full of deliberate injustices.
In all my travels I have been in no countries where the psychology
of the prisoners is better understood and more sympathetically
considered than in the Philippine Islands and in the Dutch East
Indies.    In this respect we English in our Eastern possessions
have much to learn.
The few hours I spent at Zamboanga have left a very pleasant
impression. The place itself is attractive and it presents many
features of beauty and interest. The town is clean, well laid out,
with gardens of bright flower-beds and shady trees and there is an
air of quiet and repose that suits the place, the people and the
climate, The following morning our steamer tied alongside
the quay at Cebu, a town with a population of xoo^ooo and the
capital of the isknd of the same name.
It was at Cebu that Magellan first landed in 1521 but the
Spaniards did not take possession of the site until 1564. when
Miguel Lopez de Legaspi seized the small native town and the
next year began the construction of the fort. Seven years later
Adelanto Legaspi and his troops occupied Manila,

